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John Oxley is a multiple-award winning Director of Technical Audience Marketing and ICT
Evangelism at Microsoft Canada. In this role, John leads and manages a team of Technical
Audience Marketing Managers and Senior Technical Advisors that reach out and connect
across the ICT industry. Business success, as his mandate, is measured by the technical
professional's satisfaction and platform adoption. His team of select Evangelists, Advisors and
Marketing Managers are Microsoft Canada's ambassadors to the ICT community; connecting,
supporting and enabling the technical professional and industry. From Academia and across the
Industry, his team focuses on driving industry awareness, education, training and adoption of
Microsoft solutions through events, industry/community involvement and direct engagement. His
globally No. 1 ranked team of Advisors and Marketing managers work exclusively in reaching
out to diverse communities leveraging social media, community connections and more.

John is very well respected at Microsoft Redmond and at Microsoft Canada, plus in the overall
Canadian and global community. John is an acknowledged top-ranked speaker, blogger,
web-caster, business executive and international thought leader.

To illustrate, since 2007, he was achieved many major awards and recognitions:
- Canadian Information Processing Society (CIPS) Gala Award for outstanding
contributions;
- Vice-President of the Industry Canada Chartered CIPS, Canada's official representative to
the UNESCO Consultative Body and UN-founded International Federation for Information
Processing (IFIP);
- Invited to the Board of Directors and serving as key strategist for the Information
Communication Technology Council of Canada, the Federally-funded Sector Council
representing the ICT sector in Canada;
- Judy Elder Award for his impact to the MS organization and to the overall community;
- DPE Top Global Manager Award, as the top manager worldwide in the participative web
and community programs he runs;
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- Invited to the prestigious global Microsoft High Performance Team for special senior
leadership fast-track development and support;
- Due to John's extensive internationally acknowledged leadership and innovation in both
business and technology, John hosted the first full international OECD Participative Web
Conference "Strategies and Policies for the Future" in Ottawa, where top global leaders in
government, business, academia, and media presented.

In addition, John created the IT Manager Connection blog in 2006, which in one year was
ranked in the top 10% of TechNet blog properties worldwide. This blog was featured in every
issue of Computing Canada in 2006 and 2007 in the editorial column Blogged Down, received a
Top 10 spotlight from Computer World Canada in 2008, and in a press release a Top 7 highlight
at the 2008 Global MVP Summit with the speech and profile of MS CEO, Steve Balmer. John
and his talented top-ranked team led the development of the very successful Energize IT
Conferences, was the creative inspiration behind the online and interactive national Academic
forums bringing in faculty and academic leaders, and the very successful Ignite Your Career
series plus TechDays Conferences running across the country. In addition, John has been a
key participant and invited international advisor in enabling the UN-founded, IFIP International
Professional Practice Partnership (IP3), receiving full support and ratification for implementation
[in conjunction with Microsoft] at the IFIP World General Assembly in August 2007. This IFIP
IP3 initiative, which provides for a global professionalism and certification program, launched in
2009 and is the first of its kind in the world!

Joining Microsoft in 2000, John started in the Consulting Services group delivering enterprise
solutions to many large and medium organizations. From Technology consultant, leading
Enterprise strategies to his current position, John has grown his experiences in driving business
accountability and others success. Prior to Microsoft, John has been a senior consultant and
manager for over 8 years, working with many professional services companies including EDS.
Previous to that, John spent many years in the Canadian Air force in technical and leadership
roles which have taken him across Canada and around the world, plus adding to his broad
competency set as a skilled pilot. His varied senior-level and in-depth technical experiences
have given him a unique insight and fuelled his passion for Business, the IT Industry,
community, service, and connection. Technology and Thought Leadership is not only a career
for John, it is a mission leveraging his experiences to reach out and support the community.

John, his wife and two kids can attest that he is a techie at heart as he is always bringing home
some sort of new technology gadget. There are no bounds and no matter if it is the latest
software or hardware from Enterprise applications, home automation to cool devices, John will
seek it out and share his experiences with others.
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